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Intelligent lighting with presence detection and constant light control loops allows an
energy reduction by 20% or more.
However, a non maintained system may reduce its performance over time.
Data monitoring and periodic reviews allow the identification of malfunctioning or dirty
BACS to be replaced to guarantee energy performance over time.
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EUBAC is the European Building Automation Controls association formed by the major
Building Automation Manufacturers.
The European Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) is the legislation for to
apply Kyoto targets to the building park in Europe. The CEN Committee TC247 defined,
amongst other standards, a calculation methology for energy use performance (EN 15232).
EUBAC insures the quality of BACS through functional testing and certification. This “device
type” qualification scheme insures proper operation of components.
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Energy efficiency is not only guaranteed by BA components. System integration and proper
configuration is as important as the quality of the device used.
EUBAC developed a system level analysis allowing the measurement of the performance of
an installed system while control and comfort level is guaranteed.
This methology will be introduced in 3Q 2012.
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The measurement procedure is based on Key Performance Indicators being logged over
time. KPI’s monitor temperature, lux level, positions, functional states etc. at given
operational conditions. The values must stay within a defined tolerance band.
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Amongst other BA functionality lighting is part of the definitions in EN 15232. The standard
defines use cases for energy efficiency class A, B, C and D for residential and non‐residential
applications.
For the highest level (A) different automatic detection schemes for occupancy control have
been delivered (next slide).
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Occupancy Controller
0 Manual on/off switch: The luminary is switched on and off with a manual switch in the room
1 Manual on/off switch + additional sweeping extinction signal: The luminary is switched on and off with a
manual switch in the room. In addition, an automatic signal automatically switches off the luminary at least
once a day, typically in the evening to avoid needless operation during the night
2 Automatic detection
• Auto On / Dimmed Off: The control system switches the luminary (ies) automatically on whenever there is
presence in the illuminated area, and automatically switches them to a state with reduced light output (of
no more than 20 % of the normal 'on state') no later than 5 min after the last presence in the illuminated
area. In addition, no later than 5 min after the last presence in the room as a whole is detected, the
luminary(ies) is automatically and fully switched off
• Auto On / Auto Off: The control system switches the luminary(ies) automatically on whenever there is
presence in the illuminated area, and automatically switches them entirely off no later than 5 min after
the last presence is detected in the illuminated area
• Manual On / Dimmed: The luminary(ies) can only be switched on by means of a manual switch in (or very
close to) the area illuminated by the luminary(s), and, if not switched off manually, is/are automatically
switched to a state with reduced light output (of no more than 20 % of the normal 'on state') by the
automatic control system no later than 5 min after the last presence in the illuminated area. In addition,
no later than 5 min after the last presence in the room as a whole is detected, the luminary(s) are
automatically and fully switched off
• Manual On / Auto Off: The luminary(ies) can only be switched on by means of a manual switch in (or very
close to) the area illuminated by the luminary(ies), and, if not switched off manually, is automatically and
entirely switched off by the automatic control system no later than 5 min after the last presence is
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detected in the illuminated area
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Lighting KPI’s are based on lux level values in on state when occupied. Lux level must not be
above a certain level when using daylight control or should be switched off.
Also, a too low value creates malperforming points. 99% of the measurement should be in
the expected range for a positive test result.
A system with KPI’s below 81% will no pass. Results in between will pass one time and need
to perform with the next re‐certification.
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These days DALI IEC 62386 Edition 2 ballasts are used for modem lighting installation.
DALI ballasts interact with LonMark sensors and switches, connected through a gateway or
similar device.
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The new EUBAC system level certification requires data logging for these DALI loops.
This creates the need for strong field layer connections offering real time data connection
for control events and enough band width for logging in addition.
Both KNX and LON are good solutions but LON offers more band width and free topology
wiring in addition.
These kind of mixed architectures are widely used.
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The main advantage offered by this solution is that all conrol elements are based on
functional profiles.
Functionals profiles allow the creation of any relationship in between control elements
through binding and configuration data changes.
Such a system is 100% scalable and offers the flexibility needed for changes in the use of
the building.
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The architecture with LonMark objects allows a modular solution offering tremendous
scalability for zoning and functionality options.
Selecting the right tooling helps the facility management to get the necessary flexibility for
changes while continuing to log quality control data.
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If it comes to the gateway in between LonMark and DALI the selection of the control device
may be key to the maintainability of your system.
One important point is to use the advantage of the unique ID (GTIN No / Serial No) of DALI
ballasts delivered in IEC 62368 Edition 2. This simplifies the replacement and configuration
process for ballasts.
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LonMark applies this strategy with OpenLNS in creating «Rosetta stones».
A LonMark Rosetta stone is a device connected to a standardised subsystem. Its
functionality must be like a certified application device eliminating all requirements for the
gateway setup through its on device intelligence.
This principle allows the facility manager to get all maintenance done through the OpenLNS
tool as DALI ballasts would be (virtual) LonMark devices.

The “Rosetta Stone” is a black slab with three languages on it (Greek, demotic and hieroglyphs) each
saying the same thing.
One can interface (read) to the language he understands and gets all information necessary. Today
the name Rosetta stone is applied to just about any type of key used to unlock a mystery.
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An interesting reference application for Building Automation being combined with analysis
and system optimisation offers Migros Switzerland.
Up do 1/3 of their heating energy and water supply could be eliminated by systematic
procedures. An impressing number!
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